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Latest PC Games Get ready to fight the return of the survival horror title "Nightmare Game" and its' cool-looking protagonist / horror mascot, "The Diabolical" in this spectacular horror adventure through a twisted
psychological nightmare! As daytime transforms into night time, the undead begin to once again roam the streets of the city; you must fight your way through hordes of flesh-hungry ghouls as you try to escape - a
place where the living are no longer safe. After suffering great loss the inhabitants of the city of Altausia celebrate their freedom from tyranny with a freedom parade. While the festivities go on, refugees from the

battlefront bring horror to the celebration as the necromancers they once served continue to rise from the dead to menace once more. Soar through the skies with your super-jet and save the world from destruction!
As a result of the machinations of a shadow organization known as MAD, the world's governments have been rendered helpless as a catastrophe threatens the planet. HID is on a mission to halt MAD's plan to cause
mass destruction and destruction of all human life. The final battle is fast approaching and the odds are stacked against you. Borealis Prime is a race to build the best first person shooter game on the planet! You are
one of five space-diving bounty hunters hired to track down and capture a top-secret alien invasion craft and its crew. You will be entering hostile territory with no weapons and little ammunition, as well as dealing

with a giant alien mothership over-hanging the beautiful virgin forest of Borealis Prime. Playthe game in beautiful 3D with no loading times and a huge playable map for the ultimate FPS experience. Features include:
All new storyline! 7 unique environments Drop ship gameplay 5 different types of enemies Over-the-top weapons Customizable gameplay experience Use collected resources to build and upgrade weapons 80
weapons in total 19 types of defensive and offensive grenades Online leaderboards Online achievements Download Borealis Prime Version 1.1 Several Improvements Version 1.0 Initial Release Rage Prime On

Windows 8.1 Rage Prime In City is a multiplayer FPS game that is developed by Rage Software. The game is playable online or offline on a local network. Rage Prime In City runs on c6a93da74d
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